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shed went into action in such a
short period where Peter M
took the lead and everything
In the beginning of March, everything seemed to be was happening. The site we
progressing at a snail’s pace without much progress could use had a concrete slab, a
on the ‘New Shed’ front. Eric who is always in contact water tank and a sewer tank. It
with the Council with the message that “we are still was quickly decided to
purchase two side opening
waiting” wriggled out a direct meeting with the
containers and Peter pegged
consultants group setting out the redevelopment
direction in Mogo. The meeting did not unearth any out the excavation and posthole positions and we
were off. The containers were delivered and put in
new information or commitments but opened up
another channel of forwarding our cause. Obviously with a crane on a rainy day. With plenty of helpers
the structure went up with the roof on in just
the consultant representative was unaware of our
situation and outlined in conversation a 5 to ten year fourteen days. Just over a week ago we slabbed the
cladding timber for the toilet just about 200 meters
plan. We reminded him of our average age of our
away from our shed. Obviously there are many more
group and for the need of a speedier six to twelve
jobs to be done before we can move in but we
month plan which was acknowledged by the
envisage that our next Saturday meeting in July will
consultant and Council representative.
be at our new temporary facility at Dunns Creek
Slabbing recommenced at David’s place and Dunns Road. Our next committee meeting on the 3rd July
Creek Rd with some interruptions due to some heavy will be held at DCR.
rain. Also our mill underwent some modifications and
improvements under the supervision of Malcolm on I would like to take the opportunity to thank all the
the log winch mechanism which made the movement volunteers during the last months for their efforts
of the arm a breeze. Unfortunately the winding up of especially Peter M and Eric for their leadership &
a log is still the same and requires some considerable knowledge and Barry F always available as world
class logging supervisor. My personal health
amount of elbow grease.
department sent me a message the other day that
In the meantime some suggestions were made to
swinging a hammer once a year like a twenty year old
build a temporary workshop and storage facility at
is detrimental to your wrist. The bill came shortly
the Dunns Creek site at one of Eric’s acquaintances
after, quite painful, with a longer repayment period.
property. The property owners lost three houses,
But all that disappears into the background, now we
outbuildings and sheds in the fires last year. Two
have something to look forward to and reminisce
houses have already been rebuilt and are occupied. over our past and future glory days.
The last one is nearly finished and was designed by
No rest for the wicked, now I have to get stuck into
Eric, hence the affiliation with the family. The
spokesperson of the family expressed their desire to the Tilba things I promised to make.
All the best stay well and be safe …... Helmut
help as repayment to the community who helped
them after the fires. The suggestion of a temporary
Hi all and I hope you are well and warm. We just
spent a night in Canberra and realised that there are
colder places in the world than here.

Paul Nolan, a recent new member to EWG, brought along this
interesting puzzle made from huon pine. The aim of the puzzle is
to separate the side pieces from the centre. The side arms cannot
be pulled out, twisted or
slid apart. The trick is to
press the arms inward
which releases the
centre pin thus freeing
the arms. Paul got the
template from the
Australian Woodworker
magazine which has
been running a series on
various puzzles.
Helen Warland turned this lovely lidded box using huon pine with
a flame she oak insert. It is the last of the items she completed in
John Tanner’s home workshop lessons.

I don’t know where Helmut gets his time to make so
many interesting things. This time he has made a
mobile workbench with a vice on the side. He used
parquetry flooring as the top and structural untreated
timber for the base. Apparently the vice had been
lying around his workshop for a couple of years, so he
has now put it to good use.
To the left are the female members in attendance at
the April Meeting. They are from the left :
Susan Page, Jenny Barnes, Helen Warland, Sharyn
Morrison, Chris Birks, Judy Rafferty, Ann Salmon and
Val Byrne.

This is a new spin (pardon the pun) on
tops. Peter Nolan has used coloured
acrylic pen blanks which he cut into
small squares, glued the squares
together side by side to form a larger
square, drilled a hole in the centre, and
glued in the spindle. He then mounted
that in the lathe and turned the acrylic
to round. Then glued a turned ring of wood around the outside and turned the top
to the required shape. Amazing !

Trevor spotted gum / river red gum
Peter Brotherton crafted a toy box
for his very lucky great grandson,
Spencer, complete with model
cars. I wonder if Spencer will ever
be allowed to play with them?

Trevor Fletcher used river red
gum to make this intricate
candle holder. It is made from
a single piece of timber and
the arms all fold in to reveal
the original shape of the piece
of timber! A great bit of work.

Pete McDowell used walnut to turn this fabulous
bowl and crafted the model row boat from red cedar.

Rick Stanford turned these lovely
salt and pepper grinders from
swamp mahogany, completing his
turning course with John Tanner

Paul Nolan has obviously had a lot of experience
with turning before joining EWG. These fine
examples of vessels is testament to that!
The large vase to the left is turned from a
combination of silky oak and bull oak. To the far
right is a lidded vessel turned
from silky oak with jarra plinth
and jarra turned legs. The other
vessel is from silky oak
suspended on a wave made
from 6 to 7 frangipani veneers
glued and shaped.

Peter McDowell has again come up with something special, saved
from a disaster. While turning the larger bowl from banksia it
split and had to be filled with apoxy. However the first attempt
failed so he cleaned it up and refilled with a coloured apoxy, then
continued to complete the turning. An interesting result. Still on
the lathe, Pete turned this interesting bowl from ironbark. These
photos are two sides of the one bowl.
This is another example of retrieving a
disaster. Chris Birks got so carried
away turning the inside of this lidded
box, she forgot to check the depth and
made a hole in the bottom! John
Tanner came to the rescue with a
successful plan to insert a base without
it being shown on the outside. Thanks
John. Chris used red cedar and inlaid
the lid with birds eye huon pine.

Rick Stanford carved
this walking stick from a dead bottle brush
cut from his garden. He left one side in its
natural form, and
carved the other,
keeping the shape of
the branch to form
the handle.

David Smith turned these pieces of
fruit from rosewood, sassafras, red
cedar and used walnut for the stems.

Mike and I recently scraped in-between border closures to travel to W.A., and whilst exploring the Margaret
River region with friends, came across this amazing gallery. I was a bit embarrassed to see the sign - Please
no photos! Oh well, too late.
It is the Boranup Gallery, which I am sure some of you will have already been to. It holds a mix of exquisite
furniture, artefacts and of course the obligatory souvenirs of W.A.
Here are some you may enjoy ...

Boranup Gallery

Majestic karri forest along the road through the
Leewin-Naturaliste National Park

Their timber store - wouldn’t you
like to get your hands on some of this!

As mentioned at our June monthly meeting, work is
progressing at lightning pace at our new temporary
workshop, with the persistence of Woodies members.
Our thanks go to those who are giving of their time
and expertise to give the Club a safe place to both
meet and work until we have a permanent location.
It’s probably not a good idea to mention names, but
just a few of them are Peter McDowell, Malcolm
McDonald, David Smith, Barry Fenning, Eric Simes,
Helmut Delrieux, Helen Warland, to name a few. As
you can see from the photos, we have had good luck
with the weather, except of course the day the
containers arrived. Because the site is not entirely
flat, it was necessary to bring in a crane, at some
expense, to deliver and position the containers. As
you can see, many hours/ days / weeks later, we have
a joining structure which will serve as working space,
and even a ‘state of the art’ toilet! One important
question was asked at the recent meeting .. will there
be a fire pit? Of course, no workshop would be
complete without this important feature, so yes it is
being constructed ‘as we write’. Needless to say we
are all looking forward to christening our new
workshop and making extensive use of it. Once again,
from the rest of the Woodies, thanks heaps to all
those making it possible.

Malcolm McDonald and Val Byrne have been working on the second
batch of cutting boards and serving trays to be used as trophies for the
Moruya Jockey Club. Mal has received from various members
donations of hardwood timbers including spotted gum, blackbutt,
stringy bark and Tassy blackwood. Here are two fine examples of their
work both finished with U-Beut food safe oil. Mal is not certain how
many more will be required for the remainder of the year, so stand by
for a request to complete the project, as he is planning a visit to
Queensland within the next 6 months.

The Woodwork Show and Exhibition at Central Tilba is drawing near, and I am pleased
to report members of EWG have submitted a significant number of exhibits. After
cancelling last year’s show due to Covid, it is exciting to be able hold the 25th
Anniversary Show over the June long weekend this year. There will be a toy making
workshops for the kids, turning demonstrations, lots of fine timber wares to purchase
from the woodworking clubs of Bega, Narooma and our own EWG. There will also be
a great raffle with prizes of a circular plunge and mitre cut saw package donated by
Hare and Forbes, Bunnings gift vouchers worth $150, Les Bamford’s fantastic model
logging truck donated by Les, and a set of salt and pepper grinders with a bowl. So if
you are hosting friends or family during this time, don’t miss the opportunity to get
down to Central Tilba and enjoy not only our show, but the small village of Central
Tilba and its beautiful surrounding landscape.

Dates for Your Diary
Next Monthly Meeting — Saturday 3rd July, Venue TBA
Proposed Sales Days 2021 :
Sat/Sun, 12 & 13 June
November

Tilba Woodwork show
Hospital Handmade Markets, BB

NOTE: Members seeking further information contact :
Secretary Eric Simes (02) 4471 5086

